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Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg acknowledges a cheer from the crowd before receiving an

honorary Doctor of Laws degree, as fellow honorary degree recipient actor James Earl Jones (L)
looks on, during the 366th Commencement Exercises at Harvard University in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, U.S., May 25, 2017. REUTERS/Brian Snyder   
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Facebook Wants To Know Who Or What
You Sleep With

 

 

Facebook is reportedly asking some users who or what they are sleeping
with, and it is not exactly clear why.

The social media company often asks people to provide more basic
personal information to be included on their respective profiles, like
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gender, birthday, former schools, work history, email addresses, and even
religion if one feels so inclined. But it also apparently asks some users to
finish the statement “I usually sleep with…” in order “to help friends get to
know you,” according to Business Insider.
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acebook declined to provide on-the-record comment after The Daily
Caller News Foundation reached out.

It’s possible it could just be an innocuous question, as in what their
sleeping habits are (e.g. with a stuffed animal?), however, it could also be
asking what a person’s sexual preference is, or perhaps even more. It
could also conceivably worry users who are already concerned about
what information it gives Facebook, and how the tech giant uses that
data.

The question, though, has since been removed as to not confuse any
more users.

The prompt comes only weeks after Facebook felt forced to defend and
clarify a new initiative that attempts to combat  revenge pornography on
the platform by having people send in personal nude content to the
company.revenge pornography on the platform by having people send in
personal nude content to the company.company.
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